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Features and ServicesFeatures and Services

nn  A  A serviceservice is a basic system, which is a basic system, which
provides standalone functionality. (i.e.provides standalone functionality. (i.e.
basic phone service)basic phone service)

nn  A  A featurefeature provides extra functionality to provides extra functionality to
an existing service or feature, it can notan existing service or feature, it can not
be used on its own. (i.e. voice mail)be used on its own. (i.e. voice mail)



Feature InteractionFeature Interaction
A A feature interactionfeature interaction occurs when two or occurs when two or
more features run simultaneously in a systemmore features run simultaneously in a system
and cause uncertain output. (i.e. theand cause uncertain output. (i.e. the
execution of one feature interferes with theexecution of one feature interferes with the
output of another.)output of another.)

nn  We will consider feature interactions to occur We will consider feature interactions to occur
in 2 situations:in 2 situations:
nn A feature adds a predicate that another featureA feature adds a predicate that another feature

has removed (or vise versa)has removed (or vise versa)
nn A feature tries to modify an unique identifier. ForA feature tries to modify an unique identifier. For

example a user can only hear one output messageexample a user can only hear one output message
at a time.at a time.



Feature InteractionFeature Interaction

nn Call Waiting Verses Voice MailCall Waiting Verses Voice Mail
nn Call Waiting(CW): when user A subscribes toCall Waiting(CW): when user A subscribes to

CW and is on the phone, a CW tone is issuedCW and is on the phone, a CW tone is issued
to alert A of another incoming call.to alert A of another incoming call.

nn Voice Mail(VM): when A subscribes to VM andVoice Mail(VM): when A subscribes to VM and
is on the phone, any incoming calls areis on the phone, any incoming calls are
forwarded to a voice messaging system.forwarded to a voice messaging system.

nn What happens when A subscribes to bothWhat happens when A subscribes to both
CW and VM?CW and VM?



CW verse VMCW verse VM
nn Call WaitingCall Waiting
if if state(TCM allocate c2 t o)state(TCM allocate c2 t o)
  andand state(POTS voice c t o) state(POTS voice c t o)
 and and
  not (state(CW ringback * t  not (state(CW ringback * t

o))o))
 and and not (= c2 c) not (= c2 c)
 and and not (cw_hold (* t)) not (cw_hold (* t))
 and and CW(t) CW(t)

thenthen
      %state(TCM present c2 t o)%state(TCM present c2 t o)
 and and +connection(c2 t) +connection(c2 t)
  and and + state(CW active c c2)+ state(CW active c c2)
 and and +CW_hold(c2 t) +CW_hold(c2 t)

nn Voice MailVoice Mail
if if state(TCM allocate c t o)state(TCM allocate c t o)
 and and connection(c2 t) connection(c2 t)
 and and (not (= c2 c)) (not (= c2 c))
 and and VM(t) VM(t)

thenthen
    -state(TCM allocate c t o)-state(TCM allocate c t o)
 and and -connection(c t) -connection(c t)
  andand
      +msg(redirect o c t vm)+msg(redirect o c t vm)



Feature Interaction:Feature Interaction:
Call Waiting verses Voice MailCall Waiting verses Voice Mail
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OutlineOutline

nn Telephony and ArchitectureTelephony and Architecture
nn COURT:Co-Ordinating User-preferencesCOURT:Co-Ordinating User-preferences

at Run-Timeat Run-Time
nn Coordination Model/BlackboardCoordination Model/Blackboard
nn Feature interaction resolutionFeature interaction resolution
nn Overview of benefitsOverview of benefits

nn DFC: Distributed Feature CompositionDFC: Distributed Feature Composition
nn Pipe and Filter ArchitecturePipe and Filter Architecture
nn Feature interaction resolutionFeature interaction resolution
nn Overview of benefitsOverview of benefits



Current Telephony ArchitectureCurrent Telephony Architecture

nn ““Million if statementsMillion if statements””  –– each feature is each feature is
aware of all other features and resolutionaware of all other features and resolution
is hard-coded using if statements.is hard-coded using if statements.

nn We want to move away from thisWe want to move away from this
resolution strategy to allow for quickerresolution strategy to allow for quicker
development of new features.development of new features.



Software ArchitectureSoftware Architecture

nn Many of the existing methods to solve theMany of the existing methods to solve the
feature interaction problem focus on changes tofeature interaction problem focus on changes to
the systemthe system’’s architecture, which could helps architecture, which could help
prevent or resolve certain types of featureprevent or resolve certain types of feature
interaction problems.interaction problems.

nn The different choices for architectural design canThe different choices for architectural design can
influence the difficultly of solving the featureinfluence the difficultly of solving the feature
interaction problem.interaction problem.
nn Pipe and Filter Pipe and Filter (DFC)(DFC)
nn Coordination Models Coordination Models (COURT)(COURT)



Previous Research: COURTPrevious Research: COURT

nn COURT: Co-Ordinating User-preferences atCOURT: Co-Ordinating User-preferences at
Run-TimeRun-Time

nn Features are developed modularlyFeatures are developed modularly
(separation of concerns), so that each(separation of concerns), so that each
feature runs independently of the corefeature runs independently of the core
system, without any knowledge of othersystem, without any knowledge of other
features.features.



Coordination ModelCoordination Model

nn ““A coordination model is the glue thatA coordination model is the glue that
binds separate activities into an ensemblebinds separate activities into an ensemble””
[Gelernter and Carriero][Gelernter and Carriero]
nn BlackboardBlackboard
nn Client-ServerClient-Server

nn Coordination models are used to monitorCoordination models are used to monitor
processes in parallel and distributiveprocesses in parallel and distributive
systemssystems



BlackboardBlackboard

nn Two components:Two components:
nn A central data storeA central data store
nn Collection of independent components.Collection of independent components.

nn The components work on the informationThe components work on the information
found in the data store.found in the data store.

nn Also known as a repository.Also known as a repository.



COURTCOURT

nn COURT = Co-Ordinating User-preferencesCOURT = Co-Ordinating User-preferences
at Run-Time.at Run-Time.

nn COURTCOURT’’s purpose is to support modulars purpose is to support modular
design of features and to resolvedesign of features and to resolve
interactions as they occur.interactions as they occur.

nn Features are developed independently andFeatures are developed independently and
extend the functionality of the coreextend the functionality of the core
system.system.



COURT ComponentsCOURT Components
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COURT FeaturesCOURT Features

on on eventevent
(message)(message)

if if guard conditionguard condition
(predicate on facts)(predicate on facts)

thenthen  actionsactions
(add or remove facts)(add or remove facts)

assertassert  constraintsconstraints  
(predicates on facts)(predicates on facts)

retractretract  constraintsconstraints

nn A feature isA feature is
represented as arepresented as a
set of rules that areset of rules that are
applied at differentapplied at different
stages.stages.

nn Each rule has guardEach rule has guard
and actionand action
conditions.conditions.



COURT DatabaseCOURT Database

nn Feature (Voice Mail)Feature (Voice Mail)
if if state(TCM allocate c t o)state(TCM allocate c t o)
 and and connection(c2 t) connection(c2 t)
 and and (not (= c2 c)) (not (= c2 c))
 and and VM(t) VM(t)

thenthen
            -state(TCM allocate c t o)-state(TCM allocate c t o)
 and and -connection(c t) -connection(c t)
  and and +msg(redirect o c t vm)+msg(redirect o c t vm)

nn Sample predicatesSample predicates

User(bob)User(bob)
User(jamie)User(jamie)
User(sally)User(sally)
VM(bob)VM(bob)
CW(bob)CW(bob)
3WC(sally)3WC(sally)
Constraint(OCS sally bob)Constraint(OCS sally bob)
connection(1 sally)connection(1 sally)
connection(1 jamie)connection(1 jamie)



COURT ArchitectureCOURT Architecture
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COURT ProcessCOURT Process

nn Identifies the set of rules in the system.Identifies the set of rules in the system.
nn Read the current world.Read the current world.
nn Identify which rules have their guardIdentify which rules have their guard

conditions satisfied.conditions satisfied.
nn Analyze this set of rules for featureAnalyze this set of rules for feature

interactions.interactions.
nn Resolve interactions.Resolve interactions.
nn Determine the next world.Determine the next world.



Feature InteractionFeature Interaction
 Resolution Resolution

•• Features are applied in order of priorityFeatures are applied in order of priority
•• After each feature is applied theAfter each feature is applied the

resulting world is tested for interactionsresulting world is tested for interactions
•• If an interaction is found the feature isIf an interaction is found the feature is

rolled back and will not be executed.rolled back and will not be executed.
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Example: CW vs. 3WCExample: CW vs. 3WC
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COURT advantagesCOURT advantages

nn Separation of ConcernsSeparation of Concerns
nn Less CouplingLess Coupling
nn Features can be added by outside parties.Features can be added by outside parties.

nn Reduce rewriting of existing features.Reduce rewriting of existing features.

nn System will run consistentlySystem will run consistently

nn Ability to allow user defined featuresAbility to allow user defined features



Current Research: DistributedCurrent Research: Distributed
Feature Composition (DFC)Feature Composition (DFC)

nn We have recently started working on aWe have recently started working on a
research project in association withresearch project in association with
AT&T. Work on the feature interactionAT&T. Work on the feature interaction
problem is being explored with respectproblem is being explored with respect
to DFC.to DFC.

nn DFC is the virtual architecture used byDFC is the virtual architecture used by
AT&T, where each feature isAT&T, where each feature is
implemented as an independent featureimplemented as an independent feature
box.box.



Pipe and FilterPipe and Filter

nn In a pipe and filter system there are twoIn a pipe and filter system there are two
main types of components that aremain types of components that are
responsible for reading and transformingresponsible for reading and transforming
data.data.
nn Pipe: Is responsible for passing informationPipe: Is responsible for passing information

from one filter to another.from one filter to another.
nn Filter: Is responsible for reading in data andFilter: Is responsible for reading in data and

transforming the information before passingtransforming the information before passing
along the modified information.along the modified information.



DFC ComponentsDFC Components
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DFC FeaturesDFC Features

nn Each feature module is designedEach feature module is designed
independently.independently.

nn A feature module can be a source feature,A feature module can be a source feature,
a target feature, or both.a target feature, or both.

nn The feature responds to the incomingThe feature responds to the incoming
signals and can modify, absorbs, or passsignals and can modify, absorbs, or pass
the incoming signal along. New signalsthe incoming signal along. New signals
may also be generated.may also be generated.



DFC NetworkDFC Network

nn The networks responsibility in DFC is toThe networks responsibility in DFC is to
determine which feature modules appeardetermine which feature modules appear
in the call set-up.in the call set-up.

nn Some global information may also beSome global information may also be
stored in the network database.stored in the network database.



DFC ArchitectureDFC Architecture

nn Features are run in sequenceFeatures are run in sequence
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Feature Interaction ResolutionFeature Interaction Resolution

nn Most feature interaction resolution isMost feature interaction resolution is
applied automatically, and is determinedapplied automatically, and is determined
by the order of the feature modules in theby the order of the feature modules in the
call sequence.call sequence.

nn Hence, feature resolution in DFC mimics aHence, feature resolution in DFC mimics a
priority resolution strategy.priority resolution strategy.



Example: CW vs. 3WCExample: CW vs. 3WC
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DFC AdvantagesDFC Advantages

nn Non-linear calls are easy to set-up andNon-linear calls are easy to set-up and
handle.handle.

nn Model checking individual features andModel checking individual features and
interactions between features is ofteninteractions between features is often
possible because of the featurepossible because of the feature’’s design.s design.
nn For example, SPIN  has been used by JacksonFor example, SPIN  has been used by Jackson

and Zave to test for interactions in DFC.and Zave to test for interactions in DFC.



DFC vs. COURTDFC vs. COURT

nn What are the difference between using aWhat are the difference between using a
client-server design and a pipe and filterclient-server design and a pipe and filter
design for solving feature interactions?design for solving feature interactions?
nn Limited testing of possible resolutionLimited testing of possible resolution

strategies in DFC.strategies in DFC.
nn  COURT has more possibilities for computation COURT has more possibilities for computation

and therefore is more complex andand therefore is more complex and
calculations may slow down connections.calculations may slow down connections.



DFC vs. COURT DFC vs. COURT continuedcontinued

nn CouplingCoupling
nn In COURT coupling based on the states of theIn COURT coupling based on the states of the

system.system.
nn In DFC coupling is based on shared reactionsIn DFC coupling is based on shared reactions

to signals.to signals.

nn Separation of ConcernsSeparation of Concerns
nn Features in both COURT and DFC are writtenFeatures in both COURT and DFC are written

independently of each other.independently of each other.



Address Translation:Address Translation:
AliasingAliasing, another problem in Telephony, another problem in Telephony

nn Address translation occurs when a featureAddress translation occurs when a feature
changes the source or destination address of achanges the source or destination address of a
call.call.

nn Address translation causes many featureAddress translation causes many feature
interactions (call forward vs. call forward).interactions (call forward vs. call forward).

nn In DFC, Ideal address translation is done byIn DFC, Ideal address translation is done by
adding additional constraints to the DFCadding additional constraints to the DFC
architecture and feature modules that canarchitecture and feature modules that can
prevent these types of interactions.prevent these types of interactions.



ConclusionConclusion

nn Researchers are still exploring the manyResearchers are still exploring the many
different ways software architecture candifferent ways software architecture can
be used to resolve the feature interactionbe used to resolve the feature interaction
problem.problem.


